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h i g h l i g h t s
 A novel methodology for design of MCFC and SOFC gas turbine hybrids is presented.
 Off-design performance and operating envelopes are determined from physical models.
 Existing MCFC and micro-turbine technology achieves 74.4% efﬁciency (LHV) at 1.2 MW.
 SOFCeGT technology is shown to achieve >75% efﬁciency (LHV) on synthesis gas.
 Thermodynamic compatibility of FC and GT is achieved with recirculation and bypass.
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The hybridization of gas turbine technology with high temperature fuel cells represents an ultra-high
efﬁciency, ultra-low emission, fuel ﬂexible power generation platform. The performance of past prototypes has been limited by marginal compatibility of the two primary sub-systems. This paper addresses
the challenge of selecting compatible hardware by presenting a simple and robust method for bespoke
hybrid system design and off-the-shelf component integration. This is the ﬁrst application of detailed,
spatially resolved, physical models capable of resolving off-design performance to the integration
analysis of FCeGT hybrids. Static maps are produced for both turbine and fuel cell sub-systems that
readily evaluate the compatibility and hybrid performance. Molten carbonate and solid oxide fuel cells
are considered for hybridization with recuperated micro-turbines and larger axial ﬂow gas turbine
systems. Current state-of-the-art molten carbonate technology is shown to pair well with present microturbine technology in an FC bottoming cycle design achieving 74.4% LHV efﬁciency. Solid oxide technology demonstrates remarkable potential for integration with larger scale axial turbo-machinery to
achieve greater than 75% LHV efﬁciency. This performance map technique closely matches results from
detailed integrated hybrid system analyses, and enables quick determination of performance requirements for balance of plant design and optimization.
Ó 2014 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Integration of fuel cell and gas turbine technologies into a single
symbiotic hybrid system has been shown to produce systems with
high fuel-to-electricity conversion efﬁciency [1e4]. Fuel cellegas
turbine hybrids (FCeGT) have the potential for ultra-high efﬁciency, ultra-low emissions, fuel ﬂexibility, and dynamic responsiveness [5,6]. In addition, such hybrid systems scale easily and
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have an inherent advantage in CO2 separation for carbon capture
and sequestration/utilization [7e9].
The integration of fuel cell systems with gas turbine systems
provides an opportunity to exploit synergies of integration that
include conversion of waste heat to additional electricity and
compression power, fuel cell pressurization that increases efﬁciency, and air pre-heating. A fuel cell extracts work directly from
the chemical energy of a fuel, producing much less entropy than a
combustion process. This allows efﬁcient electrical generation, but
electrochemical losses, internal resistance and post-anode fuel
oxidation generate substantial amounts of high temperature heat
that is capable of powering a wide range of bottoming cycle engines
such as gas turbines, steam turbines and Stirling engines. This
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paper presents a strategy for the design of a fuel cell gas turbine
hybrid using bespoke or off-the-shelf systems. Additionally the
methodology provides valuable insights regarding net electrical
efﬁciency, balance of plant requirements, and potential operating
envelope of the integrated system.
The waste heat generated by solid oxide and molten carbonate
fuel cells is of sufﬁcient quality, i.e., temperature, to produce
additional electricity and compression power from a gas turbine in
a hybrid FCeGT conﬁguration. The fuel cell can be placed either
upstream of the turbine in what is known as a topping cycle, or
downstream of the turbine in a bottoming cycle. The parasitic
blower load, amounting to as much as 15% of the rated fuel cell
output, is avoided through integration with the turbine air ﬂow.
Placing the fuel cell in a high pressure section between the
compressor and turbine beneﬁts the fuel cell efﬁciency by
increasing reactant partial pressures and lowering some polarization terms. This topping-cycle design introduces the need for a
pressure vessel and increases the potential for compressor stall/
surge. In both topping and bottoming cycles the turbine can provide a substantial portion of the air pre-heating requirement for the
fuel cell, either through compression, recuperation, or recirculation. This function of the turbo-machinery can replace a portion of
the fuel cell balance of plant that would otherwise be required for
recouping fuel cell stack exhaust heat.
Realizing the ultra-high electrical efﬁciency potential of fuel cell
gas turbine hybrids requires an analysis tool that systematically
determines the compatibility of existing turbo-machinery and solid
oxide or molten carbonate fuel cells (SOFC or MCFC). The performance map methodology detailed in this paper provides the basis
of such a tool when off-design performance of both sub-systems
can be modeled or experimentally determined. The methodology
is applied to demonstrate the estimation of hybrid efﬁciency for
two well-deﬁned sub-systems, and to demonstrate how performance criteria can be established for a purpose designed or
bespoke turbine that would meet the requirements of existing
SOFC or MCFC equipment and provide for a large operating
envelope.
2. Background
Hybridization of current state-of-the-art fuel cell and gas turbine technology has the potential to surpass the fuel-to-electricity
efﬁciency and emissions performance of all presently deployed
dispatchable power generation technologies across a broad range
of applications and scales [10,11]. Previous investigations into
various applications of fuel cell turbine hybrids including natural
gas pressure reduction stations [12], advanced locomotives [13,14],
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biomass- [15] or biogas-ﬁred [16] systems, and coal gasiﬁcation
with CO2 sequestration [1] have yielded promising results. The
literature describes systems ranging from the small distributed
generation scale [2], to the intermediate micro-grid scale [3], all the
way up to large coal syngas-ﬁred central plant scale systems [1,4]. A
well-considered review of the simulation and design efforts of the
fuel cell turbine hybrid modeling community indicated that more
than half of the publications were focused on cycle conﬁguration
analysis [17]. The United States Department of Energy has identiﬁed
high temperature fuel cell turbine hybrids as a key component of
FutureGen plants [18]. Considerable work has been done to illustrate the ultra-high fuel-to-electricity conversion efﬁciencies that
hybrid systems can achieve, which is greater than 80%LHV when
operating on natural gas [19].
Both solid oxide hybrids [5] and molten carbonate hybrids [20]
have been successfully demonstrated in the sub-MW size class to
achieve 53% and 56% LHV efﬁciency, respectively, when operating
on natural gas. Testing and simulation facilities that utilize combustion as a proxy for the fuel cell heat generation have been
constructed in the United States [21,22] and Italy [23] to identify
and address speciﬁc challenges in the areas of system design and
control [6,24]. The primary molten carbonate cycle design considered for commercialization and studied herein is a bottoming cycle
hybrid system introduced and demonstrated at the sub-MW scale
by FuelCell EnergyÒ [25]. Alternate conﬁgurations capable of higher
efﬁciencies and higher turbine ﬁring temperatures have been
proposed and simulated by other researchers. However, speciﬁc
technical hurdles such as the need for high temperature blowers,
ultra-high temperature heat exchangers, and changes to the stack
cooling rate of these alternate conﬁgurations have not been sufﬁciently addressed [26,27]. The SOFCeGT topping cycle demonstrated by Siemens-WestinghouseÒ has been analyzed with
different micro-turbines [28], for part-load performance [29], and
for internal/external fuel reformation [30] conﬁgurations. A similar
SOFC topping cycle design utilized detailed off-design turbine
performance maps to demonstrate an impressive 5:1 turn down
ratio, while maintaining stack operating temperatures within an
acceptable range [31].
The fuel cell turbine hybrid literature has yet to fully address the
often experienced incompatibility of existing fuel cell and gas turbine hardware. When integrated, one or both systems are forced to
operate under off-design conditions. Traditional design methodologies have paired systems with similar levels of nominal air ﬂow
with secondary consideration of the thermal integration. Prototype
systems completed the integration using a variety of heat exchangers, blowers and supplemental combustors. Utilizing nominal
performance values for each of the subsystems (fuel cell, gas turbine) that are integrated into the hybrid system has resulted in
gross under- or over-estimated performance. Some analyses have
utilized detailed off-design turbo-machinery calculations, but
assumed ﬁxed fuel cell performance parameters when pressurizing
and scaling the fuel cell system [32]. Other studies incorporate
multi-dimensional fuel cell models with simpliﬁed turbine performance estimates and conduct only steady-state design analysis
[33,34]. Some frameworks have been proposed that integrate both
detailed fuel cell and gas turbine models, but the results are limited
to a single speciﬁc design case [35]. These studies overlook
important coupled interactions that occur when one or both of the
sub-systems are operated under off-design conditions. The current
work expands upon previous hybrid system modeling at the National Fuel Cell Research Center [6,36,37], and utilizes detailed
physical models to generate off-design performance maps for both
the fuel cell and the gas turbine sub-systems to produce an accurate
initial estimate of integrated system efﬁciency and performance
envelope.
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2.1. Ideal FCeGT efﬁciency
The ideal reversible fuel cell efﬁciency is found by dividing the
available Gibbs energy of reaction by the available enthalpy of reaction. The charge transfer ion of a high temperature fuel cell is
negative; O2 for solid oxide and CO2
3 for molten carbonate fuel
cells. The products of the electrochemical reactions are formed
within the anode compartment where they mix with the unreacted fuel. High levels of reaction dilute the anode fuel concentration and impose a practical limit on fuel utilization. This practical
limit to fuel electrochemical conversion, typically between 70 and
90%, proportionately reduces the efﬁciency as follows.

hFC ¼

DG
U
DH fuel

(1)

A hybrid system produces electrical power directly from the
electrochemical conversion within the fuel cell and from the fuel
cell heat by passing the fuel cell exhaust through a turbinee
generator combination. The net heat generated by the fuel cell subsystem includes both the electrochemical heat transferred to the
cathode air steam and the chemical oxidation heat of the anode tail
gas oxidizer. The heat can be considered at two separate temperatures if the two streams do not mix, or a single temperature if they
do This heat is the thermal energy available to drive the gas turbine
portion of a hybrid system, which will
be referred to as the “total
︹
fuel cell heating”, and denoted as Q FC : The over-brace is used to
distinguish this term from the thermal value of the fuel provided as
input to the fuel cell or hybrid denoted as QFC : The thermal value of
the fuel is equal to the sum of the fuel cell electrical work and the
total fuel cell heating value as described in Equation (2). In an ideal
hybrid the total fuel cell heating will perfectly replace the “total
combustion heating” that would otherwise
be provided by the
︹
combustor of the gas turbine, denoted as Q GT : Again the over-brace
distinguishes this term from the total gas turbine heating which
may include regeneration. As mentioned previously it is also
important to match the ﬂow rate of both the gas turbine and fuel
cell sub-systems. To separate the thermal compatibility of the two
sub-systems from their mass ﬂow compatibility these total heating
terms are normalized by their respective ﬂow rates; air ﬂow for the
gas turbine and cathode ﬂow for the fuel cell. These normalized
total heating values for the fuel cell and gas turbine sub-systems
will be referred to as the “speciﬁc fuel cell heating” and “speciﬁc
︹
︹
combustion heating” terms, and denoted by q FC and q GT ;
respectively.
The ideal electric efﬁciency of a hybrid system applies the Carnot efﬁciency to the ratio of total fuel cell heating and total input
fuel energy and adding to this the practical fuel cell efﬁciency; as
shown in Equation (3).
︹

_
︹
W
Q FC
net;FC
_
Q FC þ W
¼ 1
¼ ð1  hFC Þ
net;FC ¼ QFC /
QFC
QFC

(2)

︹

hhybrid

Q
¼ hFC þ hCarnot FC ¼ hFC þ hCarnot ð1  hFC Þ
QFC

Fig. 1. Ideal efﬁciency comparison of fuel cells, gas turbines, and hybrids.

future turbo-machinery. The methodology of this paper addresses
this need and offers techniques for determining the optimal operating conditions and operating envelope of the combined fuel cell
and gas turbine sub-systems.
2.2. Modeling requirements
Detailed modeling has been employed to conduct design and
performance studies that may justify further investment in FCeGT
hybrid technology. Accurate simulation of FCeGT behavior that is
sufﬁcient for analysis of design requirements and determining
performance characteristics and operating envelopes should
contain the following characteristics.
 Physical and chemical behaviors extant each component must
be resolved from ﬁrst principles, with the exception of
compressor and turbine components whose behavior is usually
sufﬁciently characterized by well-established empirical maps.
Detailed electrochemical and heat transfer models are necessary
to capture the spatial distribution of temperature, current, and
species concentrations, which are critical to fuel cell performance and operability.
 Dimensional models are superior to bulk models for their ability
to capture detailed spatial information, accurate temperature
and species concentration proﬁles, and physical behavior unrepresented by equivalent circuit models, particularly for offdesign operation characterization.
 Characterization of off-design performance requires detailed
understanding of the control limitations and physical constraints that may lead to degradation or failure. The absolute
maximum operating envelope of both fuel cell and turbine
system components must be considered during the design and
system integration phase.
3. MCFC bottoming cycle

(3)

Fig. 1 illustrates the various ideal efﬁciency limits for fuel cells,
gas turbines, and hybrid fuel cell gas turbine systems on an HHV
basis. Note the 10e15% improvement of FCeGT technology
compared to both fuel cells and heat engines alone, and the minimal loss of hybrid system efﬁciency when 80% fuel utilization is
applied. From a thermodynamic perspective the cycle offers clear
advantages when compared to existing systems. What is needed is
an analysis methodology that can thoroughly assess the integrated
performance of SOFC or MCFC equipment with either existing or

The integration of any two electric generator systems requires
iterative determination of the nominal operating conditions for all
components and for the design of additional balance of plant
hardware. Both the fuel cell and turbine sub-systems are nominally
constrained to considerably narrow operating windows. The current methodology aims to ﬁnd the intersection of the operating
regimes of the major sub-systems using performance maps. Data
was available for two gas turbine systems that are potentially
suitable for integration in small scale MCFC hybrid systems. These
gas turbine sub-systems are the Garett85Ò turbine installed at the
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Fig. 3. Micro-turbine performance map scaled with air ﬂow (kg s1).

Fig. 2. MCFC bottoming cycle conﬁguration.

National Energy Technology Laboratory (NETL) Hyper facility, and
the CapstoneÒ line of micro-turbines. Large scale hybrid systems
will likely employ a larger axial ﬂow turbine.
The requirements for molten carbonate hybridization are
different from solid oxide hybridization requirements due to
oxidant ﬂow requirements (O2 plus CO2) for producing the transport ion (CO2
3 ), low operational current density, and the liquid
nature of the electrolyte. Introduction of oxidized anode exhaust to
the fresh air stream provides the CO2 used to produce CO2
3 .
Cathode recirculation, if employed, increases the carbon dioxide
concentration, beneﬁting the stack performance. The MCFCbottoming cycle studied herein mixes the oxidized anode tail gas
products and the indirectly heated turbine exhaust prior to the
cathode inlet, see Fig. 2. The near atmospheric pressure MCFC is
placed downstream of the turbine e thus the “bottoming cycle”
name. The advantages of this conﬁguration include minimal dynamic coupling of the fuel cell and turbine, reduced or eliminated
air pre-heating requirements for the fuel cell, eliminated parasitic
losses of an air blower, minimal modiﬁcation to existing turbine
hardware resulting in negligible change to stall/surge risk, and the
potential for rapid dynamic response through direct ﬁring of the
turbine. The high efﬁciency and relatively simple controls necessary have encouraged manufacturers, FuelCell EnergyÒ and
Capstone TurbineÒ, to invest in demonstration prototypes. A
350 kW unit tested in Billings Montana demonstrated unprecedented 56% fuel-to-electric efﬁciency at this scale while operating
over 8000 h with 91% availability. This analysis will demonstrate
the potential for even higher efﬁciencies by integration of a larger
Direct FuelCellÒ DFC-1500 MCFC with either a C-250 micro-turbine
or the low-pressure spool of a C-370 turbine currently under
development. Independent testing of a C-65 micro-turbine from
the same Capstone-TurbineÒ product line was conducted at UC
Irvine. The testing veriﬁed and calibrated the physical models used
to generate the off-design performance maps presented in this
paper.

Table 1
FuelCell energy DFC-1500 speciﬁcations.
Speciﬁcation

DFC-1500

Speciﬁcation

DFC-1500

Stack power (kW)
Exhaust mass (lb/s)
Peak temperature ( F)
Fuel utilization (%)
Inverter efﬁciency (%)

1548
5.083
1250
70.0
97

Cell length (m)
Cell width (m)
Voltage (V)
Current density (A m2)
Parasitic power (kW)

1.095
0.8
0.775
1600
101.5

This section will outline a method for determining hybrid performance of a DFC-1500 molten carbonate fuel cell, Table 1. The fuel
cell is initially paired with a generic micro-turbine with the same
performance characteristics of the CapstoneÒ micro-turbine product line. Off-design operation of the physical micro-turbine models
produced the performance map normalized to mass ﬂow shown in
Fig. 3. The features of this chart well represent a wide range of
commercial micro-turbines. This performance map compares the
︹
speciﬁc combustion heating ð q GT Þ vs. electrical output of the
micro-turbine generator (MTG). Replacing the total combustion
heat with an equivalent amount of energy transfer from a fuel cell
converts the MTG into an externally ﬁred system. The nominal
︹
speciﬁc combustion heating of the micro-turbine, q GT ; is
479 kW s kg1.
Nominal operation of the micro-turbine can be manipulated by
changing the amount of total combustion heating and the rotational speed of the turbine. Typically the fuel input controls the
power output, while a load-based speed controller maintains
constant exhaust temperature. Electrical output decreases with
reduced total combustion heating, and the resulting speed adjustment reduces air ﬂow to maintain operating temperature and efﬁciency; although some efﬁciency is still lost at reduced power
conditions. Fig. 3 demonstrates the small operating window in
which the MTG can operate. In addition to matching the mass ﬂow
rate of air, hybridization will require a speciﬁc fuel cell heating
︹
ð q FC Þ within this narrow operational window. The intersection of
the speciﬁc fuel cell heating value and the turbine inlet temperature, calculated from the post-oxidation of the cathode stream,
determines the turbine operating condition. The speciﬁc power of
the turbine under these conditions is used in Equation (4) to ﬁnd
the integrated system efﬁciency.
Some ﬂexibility also exists in the fuel cell operation. The
controllable inputs are air ﬂow, fuel ﬂow, current, and operating
temperature. There are considerable non-linear interactions
amongst these inputs that affect the fuel cell sub-system performance. The ﬂow rates of air, fuel, and current depend upon the size
of the system. The descriptive parameters of stack temperature rise,
fuel utilization, and power density can describe changes in each of
the ﬂows, respectively. A performance map similar to that of the gas
turbine can be made by varying these parameters and recording the
electrical and thermal output of the system to produce the results
shown in Fig. 4. Note that the electrical power production, Y-axis,
refers to the electrical output of the stack before any parasitic
system loads are considered. The underlying assumption that has
been applied to Equation (4) to produce these results is that all of
the fuel provided to the hybrid system passes through the fuel cell,
and the chemical energy stored in that fuel exits the fuel cell subsystem as either electrical power or heat, deﬁned
previously as
︹
the total fuel cell heating and given the symbol Q FC :
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3. Utilize the speciﬁc fuel cell heating value and the selected
operating conditions to determine the maximum achievable
turbine inlet temperature from a speciﬁc heating vs. temperature curve similar to that of Fig. 5
4. Find the turbine speciﬁc net power output at the intersection of
the speciﬁc combustion heating value and the turbine inlet
temperature determined in step 3
5. Evaluate the speciﬁc work of the turbine and fuel cell along with
the speciﬁc fuel cell heating value in Equation 4

hhybrid ¼

Fig. 4. Performance map for DFC-1500 molten carbonate fuel cell.

Under nominal operating conditions the speciﬁc fuel cell heat︹
ing ð q FC Þ of the DFC-1500 is 692 kW s kg1. This is substantially
higher than the 479 kW s kg1 speciﬁc combustion heating of the
micro-turbine. A portion of the excess fuel cell heat is irrevocably
lost through heat transfer from the stack enclosure. The remaining
difference can be lessened with several changes to the fuel cell
operating conditions. The fuel cell can operate at lower current,
higher air ﬂow rate, higher fuel utilization, higher temperature or
some combination of these four inputs/operating conditions.
Within the small window of compatibility with the micro-turbine
there is room for slight variation in each of these parameters. The
objective of optimizing for system efﬁciency might result in slightly
lower air, fuel, and current ﬂow rates compared to those used for
nominal DFC-1500 operation.
3.1. Estimating efﬁciency using off-design performance maps
Once the design window for integration of the fuel cell and gas
turbine sub-systems has been deﬁned, the hybrid efﬁciency can be
estimated by adding the fuel cell and turbine electrical output, then
dividing by the fuel ﬂow times its heating value. Recalling Equation
(2), which deﬁned the thermal value of the fuel as equal to the sum
of the fuel cell electrical work and the total fuel cell heating value,
an expression is derived with four values that can be pulled directly
from the performance maps of the individual sub-systems. The
procedure for estimating the hybrid efﬁciency proceeds as follows:
1. Determine speciﬁc fuel cell heating and speciﬁc combustion
heating values that are matched and that lie within the operating window of each sub-system
2. Select an operating condition for the fuel cell corresponding to
that speciﬁc fuel cell heating value and note the speciﬁc power
output of the fuel cell on the y-axis

_
_
_
_
W
W
FC þ W GT
FC þ W GT
¼
︹
QFC
_
W
FC þ Q FC

(4)

Changing the operating temperature of a molten carbonate fuel
cell is not feasible due to the nature of the electrolyte, nor is this
desirable for a solid oxide fuel cell due to increased thermal stress
and degradation at higher temperatures and increased ohmic losses at lower temperatures. It is unclear if the relatively low nominal
fuel utilization of 70% for the DFC-1500 is to avoid degradation due
to fuel starvation or to provide sufﬁcient energy for cathode preheating. If the system can tolerate operating at higher fuel utilization, this change would be the most effective way to reduce the
speciﬁc fuel cell heating to equal the speciﬁc combustion heating in
the operating window of a micro-turbine. An alternative means to
reduce the speciﬁc fuel cell heating would be a partial extraction of
hydrogen from the anode tail gas for separate applications such as
vehicle fueling in a tri-generation plant [38].
Other means of reducing the speciﬁc fuel cell heating include
increasing the air ﬂow rate or decreasing the current. Additional air
ﬂow reduces thermal gradients and the achievable turbine inlet
temperature. A higher air ﬂow rate provides additional stack
cooling, necessitating additional cathode pre-heating to maintain
the required fuel cell operating temperature. Recuperation could
sufﬁce if the exhaust quality is sufﬁcient. A decrease in current
raises the efﬁciency at the cost of reduced power output. Hybridization with a micro-turbine and elimination of parasitic blower
losses for this particular integration results in a similar net system
output at considerably higher efﬁciency.
The changes to air ﬂow, current, or fuel utilization necessary to
operate the DFC-1500 in the compatibility window of the microturbine results in slightly different integrated system efﬁciencies,
as summarized in Table 2.
It is important to note that without cathode recirculation the
post-oxidizer cathode exhaust temperature is a function of operating temperature and the speciﬁc heating value only, as shown in
Fig. 5. When designing from scratch the FC temperature may be
known only within a certain range, allowing additional ﬂexibility in
the integration. However, most existing fuel cells are operated at a
ﬁxed temperature speciﬁed by the manufacturer and determined
to provide the best performance with the least degradation and
thermal stress. This results in a calculation of turbine inlet temperature that is solely a function of the speciﬁc fuel cell heating. The
relationship can be seen to be nearly linear, but does in fact vary
slightly with the inverse of voltage, which determines the ratio of
electricity to heat production of the electrochemical reactions.
Increasing current has the largest impact on voltage, and thus at

Table 2
Estimated efﬁciency of DFC-1500 hybridization.

Fig. 5. Impact of fuel cell operating conditions on post-oxidizer cathode temperature.

Parameter

Nominal
value

Changed
value

System
efﬁciency (%)

Air ﬂow
(kg s1)

Air ﬂow (DT)
Fuel ﬂow (UH2)
Current

132  C
70%
1400 A

101  C
85%
1000 A

68.5%
70.8%
70.6%

3.05
2.60
2.03
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Table 3
Capstone micro-turbine speciﬁcation.
Speciﬁcation

C-65

C-250

C-370 LP spool

Mass ﬂow (lb/s)
Compressor outlet (F)
Compressor outlet (psig)
Recuperator outlet (F)
Turbine inlet (F)
Efﬁciency (%)

1.08
424
40
1050
1720
31.2

3.44
469
58.8
1097
1788
33.25

3.2
397
49
960
1550
34.5

low current densities the speciﬁc fuel cell heating is slightly higher
for a given post-oxidizer temperature.
When both the fuel cell and micro-turbine have been speciﬁed
by pre-existing equipment, the same hybrid system design methodology can be employed using non-scaled performance maps that
are speciﬁc to each device. Without scaling, changes to the fuel cell
operating conditions produce noticeably different trends compared
to the case when the fuel cell size can be changed. On the other
hand, the turbine performance map remains similar. The speciﬁcation of the CapstoneÒ line of micro-turbines is presented in
Table 3, and the associated performance map shown in Fig. 6. The
shaded region of Fig. 6 outlines the operating window for the C-250
turbine. Steady operation is achievable between 250 and 800 kW of
total combustion heating, which produces between 50 and 250 kW
of electric power. It is worthwhile to note that micro-turbines were
found to exhibit poor emissions performance characteristics at low
power during tests at UCI; however, this would not be an issue
when hybridization replaces the combustor with clean electrochemical oxidation.
The DFC-1500Ò system nominally produces 1.4 MW after parasitic blower losses and inverter inefﬁciencies are considered. The
fuel cell stack itself produces 1548 kWe of direct current power. The
parasitic blower losses are typically eliminated by hybridization,
but the inverter losses are not. Both have been removed in the
performance map of Fig. 7. At ﬁrst glance the DFC-1500Ò is substantially oversized for the C-250Ò engine, producing nearly
600 kW of excess total fuel cell heating under nominal conditions.
The difference in scale is apparent in the speciﬁcations of each subsystem; the C-250 moves 3.4 lb s1 of air while the DFC-1500 requires 5.1 lb s1. As discussed previously, several operating considerations could be manipulated to bridge the gap for
hybridization.
Fig. 7 demonstrates the large impact that a fuel ﬂow reduction
has on the total fuel cell heating while minimally affecting the
power output. Current proportionately reduces electric power and
total fuel cell heating because as current is manipulated fuel ﬂow

Fig. 7. DFC-1500Ò performance map comparing changes in air, fuel, and current ﬂow.

rate was proportionally manipulated to maintain constant fuel
utilization. A reduction of current without the associated reduction
in fuel ﬂow would reduce electric power and increase rather than
decrease the speciﬁc fuel cell heating. A reduction in current from
1400 A to approximately 1050 A and a 34% reduction in fuel
(increasing UH2 to 80%) would reduce the total fuel cell heating to
800 kW while producing w1250 kWe. To determine the power
output of the indirectly ﬁred micro-turbine the achievable turbine
inlet temperature must also be determined; see Fig. 5. The reduced
air ﬂow rate of the C-250 maintains the stack temperature rise, but
the higher fuel cell efﬁciency (higher voltage) extracts more energy
as electricity. Combined with the reduced fuel to air ratio, this
lowers the achievable turbine inlet temperature to w1000 K.
Reﬂecting back to the C-250 map of Fig. 6 it can be seen that the
maximum total combustion heating at 1000 K is 580 kW, which
results in a MTG output of 150 kW. Combining the fuel cell and
turbine power using Equation (4), the hybridized system would be
able to produce 1400 kWe at 68.3% LHV efﬁciency before inverter
losses. Further reduction in the operating current of the DFC-1500
would produce 1100 kWe and still generate 580 kW of total fuel cell
heating at 1000 K; sufﬁcient to fully replace the combustion
heating and generate 150 kW in the MTG. Under these off-design
conditions the hybridized system would produce 1250 kWe at
74.4% LHV efﬁciency. This ultra-high efﬁciency considers no heat
losses from the fuel cell or inverter losses and perfect heat transfer
to the turbine. Real systems would have lower efﬁciency because of
these losses, but these results indicate that a hybrid system
comprised of these components could produce w1150 kWe at an
efﬁciency approaching 70%.
4. SOFCeGT Topping cycle
The different attributes of the recuperated micro-turbines and
large gas turbines suggest very different integrated hybrid cycles
are necessary. Various concepts for the design of an SOFCeGT
hybrid cycle appear in the literature. The particular cycle employed
in this work, depicted in Fig. 8, was chosen for several reasons:

Fig. 6. Capstone(R) C-250 performance map.

 Direct integration of the FC, rather than using an indirect
heating method, eliminates the need for additional high temperature heat exchangers.
 Pressurization of the fuel cell increases performance
 Multiple bypass pathways and cathode recirculation allow for
modulation of both the air ﬂow rate and cathode inlet temperature for a ﬁxed turbine rotational speed (which is required for
some gas turbine sub-system designs).
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Fig. 8. SOFCeGT topping cycle conﬁguration with axial ﬂow turbine.

 Air compression provides pre-heating and increases the heat
available to drive the turbine to produce additional electricity.
The drawbacks to this SOFCeGT topping cycle design include:
(1) the directly coupled nature of the two generation devices,
which requires rapid and sometimes advanced control algorithms,
(2) the increased likelihood of cell fracture/damage due to pressurization and/or momentary pressure differences, and (3)
increased likelihood of stall/surge due to the large volume of air
within the cathode compartment (between the compressor and
turbine).
The application of an SOFCeGT topping cycle ranges from the
sub-MW scale distributed generation unit, to large 100-MW class
generator units. The FC characteristics remain similar in both systems, with the pressurized SOFC producing upwards of 25% more
power than that produced for atmospheric pressure operating
conditions. The turbine and control characteristics differ with scale.
At the sub-MW to multi-MW scale, integration of the turbomachinery of a single stage radial-ﬂow MTG is expected. The
pressure ratio is limited to about 5 atm, and the compact nature of
MTG turbo-machinery limits options for bypass loops. The MTG
hybridization beneﬁts from load-based rotational speed control
that is typically already employed in the MTG design as a means of
air ﬂow rate manipulation, and the regenerative heater that is
typically already incorporated to capture turbine exhaust energy.
Axial ﬂow turbines are larger, more efﬁcient, employ additional
control methods, and achieve substantially higher pressure ratios.
Synchronous generation (constant shaft speed turbo-machinery)
limits the means for air ﬂow control to compressor bleed and
inlet guide vane manipulation. The high pressure ratios achieved in
modern multi-spool axial turbines (up to 60 atm for modern aeroderivative engines) can be reduced by removing the high pressure
spool.
This section presents a power block design for a coal syngas fed
SOFC combined with an axial ﬂow turbine in a pressurized topping
cycle. This system was selected to illustrate several distinctive
characteristics that differ from the natural gas fueled MTG hybrid,
and require different integration and control strategies. A MW or
sub-MW class SOFC hybrid would likely be natural gas fed and the
integration with a MTG would proceed similar to the MCFC discussed in the previous section. High temperature fuel cell systems
are thermally integrated with the fuel processing unit which uses
waste heat from the stack for the endothermic reactions which
convert natural gas to hydrogen and carbon monoxide fuel stream
used within the fuel cell. Without this heat sink the air ﬂow
requirement increases and the speciﬁc fuel cell heating decreases.
For the natural gas fueled MCFC-radial-turbine hybrid, the fuel cell

generated more than enough heat to drive the micro-turbine in
systems with equal air ﬂow requirements. The solution was to turn
down the output of the MCFC. The syngas fueled SOFC-axialturbine hybrid exhibits the opposite behavior, with the turbine
requiring additional heating. Two possible solutions include cathode recirculation and post-anode ﬁring of additional fuel in a
combustor immediately upstream of the turbine. Both introduce an
efﬁciency penalty on the system, but the penalty associated with
recirculation is much less. This section will analyze the addition of
cathode recirculation as it avoids the emissions associated with
combustion and introduces an additional means of control for dynamic operation.
The primary differences between the axial and radial turbine are
the regenerative heater and inlet guide vanes. The CapstoneÒ
micro-turbines presented previously employ variable speed generators to maintain high efﬁciency at reduced load by reducing the
rotational speed. This reduces the air ﬂow to maintain turbine
exhaust temperature, and thus retains the same effectiveness in the
regenerative heat exchanger. Because pressure ratio decreases with
speed the turbine inlet temperature is lower despite the ﬁxed
exhaust temperature. This operating strategy causes the regeneration to provide a greater portion of the heat addition to the high
pressure air, making the lower mass ﬂow inherently more efﬁcient
as shown in Fig. 3.
The opposite is true for the axial ﬂow turbine, which does not
utilize a regenerative heat exchanger, and the speciﬁc combustion heating is much higher than a MTG. Since the SOFC-GT
topping design of Fig. 8 includes a regenerative heat exchanger
which transfers heat from the turbine exhaust to the cathode
inlet, the performance map of Fig. 9 has been modiﬁed to
represent an axial ﬂow turbine with 200  C of regenerative heat
recovery. The heat recovery reduces the nominal speciﬁc combustion heating to approximately 125% of the nominal MTG
combustion heating.
Axial ﬂow turbines typically operate synchronously with the
electric grid and employ inlet guide vanes rather than speed control
to reduce the mass ﬂow and maintain high operating temperatures
for reduced load operating conditions. The guide vanes reduce the
compressor efﬁciency and operating pressure, typically resulting in
a substantial reduction of efﬁciency at reduced load. The achievable
range of inlet guide vane manipulation without stalling the engine
limits the operating regime of large turbine systems to typically
between 70 and 100% of rated output. The wider operating range of
a micro-turbine is more suitable to hybridization and load
following control strategies.

Fig. 9. Axial turbine performance map with exhaust heat recovery.
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The SOFC performance map trends of Fig. 10 are similar to those
of the MCFC. The syngas fuel eliminates the steam reformation
cooling, increases the air ﬂow requirement and results in much
lower speciﬁc fuel cell heating. The SOFC voltage (consistent with
U.S. Department of Energy targets) is slightly below that of a
FuelCell EnergyÒ DFC unit; thus, the nominal operation is slightly
below 50% efﬁcient. Because additional fuel injection does not
provide stack cooling the air ﬂow requirement is nearly the same at
higher fuel ﬂow rates. Some additional power is yielded due to the
higher concentration of hydrogen in the anode compartment. The
primary impact is additional heat release in the post-oxidizer and
results in a more decoupled trend between power and heat release.
The most important difference between the MCFC bottoming cycle
and the SOFC topping cycle design is the capability to operate the
solid state fuel cell at elevated pressure. Fig. 10 illustrates the
advantage that elevated pressure has on stack performance. If one
chooses to hold the operational power density constant, then
operating voltage increases with increasing pressure. The relationship of current, air ﬂow and operating temperature remain
similar to that presented for the MCFC system. As in the MCFC case
presented in Fig. 5, the post-oxidizer temperature is a function of
only the average electrolyte temperature and the heat release rate
value.
The regenerative heat exchanger is included in this system to
increase the compatibility of axial turbines and a syngas fueled
SOFC. It would likely be unnecessary for a natural-gas fueled SOFC.
Without heat regeneration the speciﬁc combustion heating of an
axial turbine ranges from 600 to 900 kJ kg1. The speciﬁc fuel cell
heating of a syngas fueled SOFC ranges from 200 to 500 kJ kg1. This
disparity requires cathode recirculation to act as a multiplier of the
speciﬁc fuel cell heating. Cathode recirculation multiplies the effect
of the speciﬁc fuel cell heating by changing the ratio of cathode air
ﬂow to turbine air ﬂow from 1:1 to (1  r):1; where r represents the
proportion of cathode exhaust recirculated. Fuel cell bypass does
the opposite, changing the mass ﬂow ratio from 1:1 to 1:(1  b);
where b is the proportion of turbine air ﬂow bypassed around the
fuel cell.
The addition of a regenerative heat exchanger reduces the
speciﬁc combustion heating by 200 kJ kg1, introducing some
overlap in the operating envelopes of the two sub-systems. The
integration could still beneﬁt from the addition of cathode
recirculation, despite the additional complexity. Cathode recirculation also changes the pre-heating requirement and introduces either a parasitic load if a blower is employed or a large
pressure loss if an ejector is employed for the recirculation.
Recirculating cathode exhaust provides a substantial amount of
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cathode inlet heating, replacing compression heating or heat
exchange from elsewhere in the cycle. The pre-recirculation
cathode temperature limits the compressor operating pressure
unless some form of intercooling is applied. With a 750  C SOFC
operating temperature, 50% cathode recirculation, and a 200  C
temperature difference across the cathode, the pre-recirculation
cathode inlet temperature would be 650  C. Assuming standard
atmospheric conditions and typical axial compressor efﬁciency of
82% the upper pressure limit for these hybrid system operating
conditions becomes 15 atm.
4.1. Estimating efﬁciency with recirculation or bypass
With the additional complexity of cathode recirculation or fuel
cell bypass the integration of these two performance maps is less
straightforward. The “once through” air ﬂow rates for the two devices will differ, thus a conversion factor, Equation (5), relates the
speciﬁc fuel cell heating to the speciﬁc combustion heating it replaces. A simple modiﬁcation to the previous efﬁciency estimate,
shown in Equation (6), captures the impact of cathode recirculation. The post-oxidizer temperature estimate changes as recirculation increases, according to Equation (7). Similar expressions can
be derived for fuel cell bypass which place a (1  b) term in front of
the fuel cell speciﬁc work and speciﬁc fuel cell heating. The estimate for the hybrid efﬁciency, Equation (6), does not consider the
parasitic losses of a blower or ejector providing the recirculation.
The blower parasitic can range from 1 to 3% of the nominal output
depending upon the amount of recirculation and pressure drop
across the fuel cell. Conveniently, Equation (5) can be re-arranged
to estimate the recirculation necessary to achieve ideal thermal
︹
︹
integration as ¼ 1  q FC = q GT .
︹

︹

Q GT
Q FC
¼
_
_
ð1  rÞm
m

hhybrid ¼

(5)

wFC þ ð1  r ÞwMGT

Tturbine inlet ¼

︹

wFC þ q FC
1
ðT
 Tcathode Þ þ Tcathode
ð1  rÞ oxidizer

(6)

(7)

Sample efﬁciency calculations are provided below using the
nominal fuel cell condition at elevated pressure (750 kJ kg1 electric and 550 kJ kg1 of heat) and targeting the nominal turbine
operation (250 kJ kg1 electric and 670 kJ kg1 heat). Using Equation (5) one determines that recirculation is 18% and Equation (6)
yields an estimated hybrid efﬁciency of 73.5%. This quick approximation is quite close to (and slightly higher than) the 72.4% system
efﬁciency calculated from a detailed simulation of this particular
system that considers heat losses, heat exchanger ineffectiveness
and the parasitic blower load. Application of this estimation
method produced similar results for a variety of conﬁgurations and
fuel cell types.
5. Discussion

Fig. 10. SECA target SOFC operating on high hydrogen coal syngas at 1 and 10 atm.

Notice that in all of the integrated hybrid system designs
investigated herein, there was typically a small operating window for the gas turbine, and a relatively large operating space for
the fuel cell. The narrow operating envelope of current standalone fuel cell technology largely depends upon balance of
plant constraints, while the stack itself may be substantially
more ﬂexible. The intersection of the stack and gas turbine
operating envelopes outlines the region of feasible operation for
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the hybrid system. Additional considerations such as stack
longevity may limit the feasible operating temperatures and fuel
utilizations. The introduction of cathode recirculation or bypass
expands the hybrid operating envelope by changing the ratio of
air ﬂow between the two systems. It is to be expected that the
operating window of both sub-systems will be diminished in a
hybrid conﬁguration, but through balance of plant design
including recirculation, bypass, and supplemental combustors it
is feasible to develop a hybrid with greater turn-down capability
that either individual sub-system. The ﬂame stability or emissions limits that constrain turbine operation near nominal are
removed when hybridization replaces the combustion. The fuel
cell, typically constrained by thermal integration with a fuel
processor or air pre-heater, can also operate over a greater range
of power with appropriate controls to manage cathode inlet
temperature and ﬂow rate. The second portion of this paper will
elaborate on these controls which enable power tracking across a
wide range.
Pressurization of the fuel cell is the primary advantage of an
SOFC topping cycle due to the increased operating voltage and
reduced air pre-heating requirement. At a pressure of 10 atm and
constant power the voltage increases by 20% raising the efﬁciency
and reducing current. Hybridization of a molten carbonate fuel cell
with a micro-turbine in a bottoming cycle can achieve efﬁciencies
>70% LHV, but requires a very close match between speciﬁc fuel
cell heating and speciﬁc combustion heating, between post-anode
oxidizer exhaust temperature and turbine inlet temperature, and
between cathode and turbine air ﬂow rates. Hybridization of a solid
oxide fuel cell using coal syngas in a topping cycle requires cathode
recirculation. With the addition of exhaust heat recovery the hybrid
SOFCeGT can achieve 75% fuel to electric efﬁciency. A substantial
difference between speciﬁc fuel cell heating and speciﬁc combustion heating can be accommodated with cathode recirculation or
fuel cell bypass bringing the respective values of the two subsystems closer together.
6. Conclusions
This paper presented a novel methodology for pre-determining
hardware compatibility for FCeGT hybridization that employs offdesign performance maps generated from detailed, spatially
resolved, physical component models. The methodology was able
to uncover the underlying technical performance characteristics
required for integration of hybrid FCeGT systems that led to the
following conclusions.
➣ Without recirculation or bypass the speciﬁc fuel cell heating and
speciﬁc combustion heating must closely match.
➣ Without recirculation or bypass the absolute ﬂow rates of the
turbine and fuel cell must match precisely.
➣ The total and speciﬁc combustion heating of an axial ﬂow turbine can be greatly reduced with the inclusion of a regenerative
heat exchanger
➣ Small changes in speciﬁc fuel cell heating can be achieved
through changes in fuel ﬂow, current, and thermal gradient
➣ The achievable post-oxidation temperature of the fuel cell must
be within the suitable range of that required by the gas turbine.
+ The post-oxidation temperature of the fuel cell depends only
upon the fuel cell operating temperature and the speciﬁc fuel
cell heating.
➣ An estimation of the achievable system efﬁciency can be
determined from the off-design operating envelopes of any fuel
cell and turbine pair using Equation (4) or Equation (6).

➣ An over-sized turbine can be utilized with either pre- or post-FC
fuel injection at the cost of reductions in hybrid system
efﬁciency.
➣ An undersized turbine cannot be integrated with the fuel cell
operating at full capacity. Higher efﬁciency may be achieved
through de-rating the FC system but this design choice comes
with the capital cost penalty of under-utilizing the fuel cell.
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